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Much has been made of the ‘Gear VR’ that Google and Samsung have announced. In addition to the
mobile device, the device is thought to need specialised gear. Specific models of smartphone are

thought to be useful for the virtual reality experience, and certain phones come with wireless
headphones that are compatible for home use. Right now, your options for how to manage audio
between different sources (streaming videos, USB music, Bluetooth, etc) are highly limited. If you

own an iPhone, Switcher will allow you to use your phone as a device for streaming via Wi-Fi as well
as microphones and line inputs. But if you need access to your line inputs via USB, or you need to
work with legacy peripherals (like mixing desks) that accept audio in a serial format (analog), then

Switcher doesnt currently have the features or options to offer what you want. To invite remote
commentators to join your stream, all you need to do is start a Video Chat inside Switcher and send

them a link. Each commentator can then join from any device with a camera and a browser, and
they dont even need a Switcher account. Youll be able to control each guests audio independently.

And, of course, theyll be able to see the sports stream on their devices in real time gotta cry
GOOOOOOOOAL at the exact right moment. With superMHL-enabled devices and a superMHL cable,
consumers can quickly connect their mobile devices to a 4K display or projector to take their mobile

experience to the big screen. Unlike wireless approaches, it doesnt require wrestling with WiFi
settings or potentially exposing your mobile device to cyberattack through unsecure public WiFi

networks. And only superMHL currently has the technical ability to present 4K content at a full 120
fps (in addition to supporting HD audio, high-speed data and device charging all over one cable).
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